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	        CubeSat Builder: Build a NASA Spacecraft!

	    

	    
	    Click to Play!
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	        A Guide to Climate Change for Kids

	    

	    
	    Click to Read More
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	        What's in the Atmosphere?
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	        What Is Climate Change?
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	        What Is the Greenhouse Effect?
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	        Weather or Climate?
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					CARBON
DIOXIDE

				

				
					

					GLOBAL
TEMPERATURE

				

				
					

					SEA ICE

				

				
					

					SEA LEVEL

				

				

			

			
				Earth's atmosphere now has 416 parts of Carbon Dioxide
for every million parts of air. What does this number mean?
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		            Why does NASA study Earth?
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		            What can trees tell us about climate change?
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		            Why does NASA care about food?
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		            Games
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		            Activities
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		            Mystery

	         	

	        
        

        

          
          

      

  

  
	  
    
	    
		    
			    Big Questions

			    What does global climate change mean?

			    What is the big deal with carbon?

			    What is the greenhouse effect?

			    How do we know the climate is changing?

			    What is happening to the oceans?

			    What else do we need to find out?

		    

		    
			    Weather & Climate

			    Weather

			    Climate

		    

		    
			    Atmosphere

			    Air

			    Carbon

			    Greenhouse gases

		    

		    
			    Water

			    Oceans

			    Rivers

			    Lakes

		    

		    
			    Energy

			    Renewable energy

			    Fossil fuels

		    

		    
			    Plants & Animals

			    Plants

			    Animals
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        Climate Kids is produced by the Earth Science Communications Team at
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